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1 Introduction.
A convenient feature of the programming language ML [GMW79, Mil85] is the manner in
which type reconstruction1 is used to eliminate the need for type declarations [Mil78, DM82].
When the programmer enters an untyped expression, the compiler responds with the type
of the expression. For example, a programmer may declare the identity function by writing
let Id = x:x: The complier then infers that Id has type t ?! t, meaning that the
identity maps any type t to itself. If the compiler cannot nd a type for an expression, an
error message is printed. Thus ML programmers receive the bene t of compile-time type
checking (early detection of errors), without the inconvenience of supplying types explicitly.
An added bonus, typical of untyped functional languages, is that code may be reused on
di erent data types: for example, Id de ned above serves as the identity function on any
type t of data, i.e., it is polymorphic. Since the combination of ML polymorphism and type
reconstruction has proven very useful in practice, the main ideas have also been adopted in
other languages, such as Miranda [Tur85] and Haskell [HW88].
To simplify our analysis, we will focus on core ML expressions without recursion, using
only lambda abstraction, function application, and let. Choosing a small fragment of ML
makes our lower bound applicable to any extension. Given a core ML expression M , the
ML type reconstruction problem is to nd a type for M if one exists, and otherwise reject
M as untypable. Our lower bound will actually apply to the simpler recognition problem:
given a core ML expression M , determine whether or not M is typable. It is clear that any
algorithm for the type reconstruction problem also solves the recognition problem. A useful
fact about ML typing is that when an expression M has a type, there is a principal type
which indicates the form of all other types for M .
The outstanding di erence between ML and the rst order typed lambda calculus is the
let declaration, which is crucial to ML polymorphism. For example, when we declare a
function f by saying let f = . . ., di erent occurrences of f within the scope of this de nition
may be given di erent types. This is practically important, since it allows expressions such
as
let f = x:x in . . . f (3) . . . f (true ) . . .
in which a single function is applied to arguments of several types. The facility of the ML
language to reuse code (in this instance, the code x:x bound to f ) on di erent data types
is realized precisely through such type polymorphism.
ML polymorphism adds succinctness to the language, whereby very long expressions
in the simply typed lambda calculus can be stated equivalently by short expressions using
let. However, a consequence is that deciding whether a core ML expression is typable
becomes much more dicult than deciding the typability of let-free expressions. This
is another example of a fundamental theme from complexity theory, namely, the use of
succinctness for deriving unconditional lower bounds on natural computational problems,
e.g., [Mey72, SM73].
Note that without let, ML type reconstruction can be done eciently. This is type
reconstruction for the simply typed lambda calculus, [CF58, Hin69, Wan87]. Using a linear
time uni cation algorithm (e.g., [PW78]), we can compute the principal type of any letfree core ML expression in linear time. Even in this simple case, however, one must be
1 Following

a proposal of Albert Meyer, we use the more precise term \type reconstruction" instead of
\type inference". This is because type inference is also used ambiguously to denote the process of \type
derivation" via inference rules, which can be thought of as the inverse of reconstruction.
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careful with the representation of type expressions. To achieve linear time, types must be
represented and printed out as directed acyclic graphs, or dags (see [AHU]), since the string
representation of a type may be exponentially longer than the expression to be typed. Dag
representations are a common data structure in uni cation [PW78, MM82, DKM84].
For a core ML expression with let, we give a straightforward deterministic type reconstruction algorithm which is exponential in the number of nested let declarations in
the expression. The algorithm is based on a type-preserving transformation of the expression into a let-free equivalent. However, the type of an ML expression may have doubly
exponential size when represented as a string, and singly exponential size as a dag.
In studying the complexity of ML typing, we think of the meaning of ML expressions as their types represented by dags. A type reconstruction computation (such as the
commonly used algorithm of [DM82]) proceeds in a syntax directed manner, where the
types of expressions are derived via uni cation. Because of the succinctness introduced by
let-polymorphism, the resulting uni cation is harder than classical rst-order uni cation
[Rob65, PW78, MM82]. In fact, as we show, the resulting uni cation can simulate any exponential time Turing Machine computation. This generic simulation illustrates how type
reconstruction can be used (in an unconventional fashion) for computing with types.
In Section 2, we review some basic notions. We follow the exposition of [MH88, Mit90].
We observe that the inference rule for let is not the one found in [DM82]. This alternative
exposition does not change the semantics. Its primary virtues are the explicit identi cation
of let as a powerful abbreviation mechanism in the language, and the complete elimination
of type schemes by reducing them to types. The Appendix includes a description of the
algorithm and inference rules for the system in [DM82], and an equivalence theorem with
our inference system.
In Section 3, we exhibit two di erent constructions of ML expressions whose principal
types grow exponentially. In Sections 4 and 5, by carefully studying the expressiveness
of the use of let-polymorphism in these constructions, we show how they can be used as
the respective foundations for lower bounds on deciding whether an ML expression is typable. Each of the lower bound proofs uses lambda calculus programming of approximately
the same sophistication as the proof of Turing completeness for untyped lambda calculus
[Bar84]. The rst of these constructions gives a natural encoding of truth tables, and as a
consequence, we derive an NP-hardness bound on typability (see Section 4). We include this
construction because of its simplicity. The second construction uses many of the techniques
of the rst, but leads to stronger lower bounds (see Section 5). It shows how polymorphic
ML expressions mapping types to types can be composed an exponential number of times
by polynomial sized terms. As a consequence, we derive unconditional exponential time
lower bounds, and showk that recognizing the typable core ML expressions is a problem
complete in DTIME(2n ) for every integer k  1. We conclude in Section 6.
The lower bounds contradict what appears to be a well-known \folk theorem," namely
that types for ML expressions can be inferred in linear time2 . They also stand in contrast
to the perceived eciency of the algorithm in practice.
We note that exponential lower bounds on ML type reconstruction have also been shown
(independently and using altogether di erent methods) in [KTU90a].
2 To the embarrassment

of the third author, the incorrect \folk theorem" was put in print in [MH88]. A
quadratic time bound for the problem was also claimed in [Lei83].
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2 ML expressions, types and uni cation.
2.1 Core ML.
The core ML expressions have the following abstract syntax

M : : = x j MM j x:M j let x = M in M;
where x may be any expression variable (cf. [DM82, Mil78]). In writing expressions, we use
parentheses and the usual conventions of the lambda calculus. For example, MNP should
be read as ((MN )P ), and x:MN read as x:(MN ).
In x:N and let x = M in N , the variable x becomes bound in N . We use the standard
conventions for free and bound variables. An expression is closed if all variables are bound.
We say two expressions are -equivalent if they di er only in the names of bound
variables, and generally treat -equivalent expressions as identical. More formally, we
de ne -equivalence using the equalities
( )1

x:N  y:[y=x]N; y not free in N

( )2
let x = M in N  let y = M in [y=x]N; y not free in N
where [M=x]N denotes the result of substituting M for free occurrences of x in N (with
renaming of bound variables to avoid capture, as usual).
Reduction is a relation on -equivalence classes of ML expressions which resembles
symbolic execution. Reduction is axiomatized by
( )

(x:N )M ! [M=x]N

let
(let )
let x = M in N ! [M=x]N
Since let x = M in N and (x:N )M both reduce to [M=x]N , the let-reduction of the
former and the -reduction of the latter produce the same nal value. However, they may
be typed di erently. For example, let I = x:x in II is typable in ML, but (I:II )(x:x)
is not, while both terms reduce to (x:x)(x:x).
let
We say M 0 let-reduces to N 0 , and write M 0 !
!N 0, if we can obtain N 0 from M 0 by
repeatedly applying rule (let ) to subexpressions, and renaming bound variables. If we can
produce N 0 from M 0 using both (let ) and ( ), then we write M 0 !! N 0. An interesting
fact about let-reduction (only) is that it is nite Church-Rosser. The following proposition
is essentially the uniqueness and niteness of developments for untyped lambda calculus
[Bar84]. The idea is that let x = M in N may be regarded as the marked redex (x:N )1M ,
as opposed to the unmarked redex (x:N )M . The reader is referred to [Bar84] for further
discussion and proof.

Proposition 2.1 Let M be any core ML expression. There is a unique let-free expression

N such that every maximal sequence of let-reductions starting from M terminates at N .
In particular, there are no in nite sequences of let-reductions.

If N is a let-free expression obtained from M by repeated let-reduction, then we say
N is a let normal form of M . By Proposition 2.1, let normal forms exist and are unique.
4

Finally, we de ne the length of an ML expression as:

jxj
jMN j
jx:N j
jlet x = M in N j

=
=
=
=

1

jM j + jN j + 1
jN j + 1
jM j + jN j + 1

where x is a variable

2.2 Types and typing assertions.
The type expressions of core ML have the abstract syntax

 : : = t j  ?! ;
where t may be any type variable. We use parentheses and the syntactic convention that
?! associates to the right. For example,  ?!  ?! % should be read as ( ?! ( ?! %)).
The type of an expression depends on the types we assume for its free variables. For this
reason, we use typing assertions of the form ? . M :  , where M is an ML expression,  is a
type expression, and ? is a type assignment: a nite set ? = fx1: 1; . . . ; xk : k g associating
at most one type with each variable x.
The assertion ? . M :  may be read, \the expression M has type  in context ?."
We say M is typable if there is some provable typing assertion ? . M :  about M .
Typing assertions are proved using the ML inference system with the axioms and rules:
(var )

?  x: 1 . x: 1

?  x: 1 . M : 2
? . (x:M ): 1!2
? . M : 1!2 ; ? . N : 1
(app )
? . MN : 2
? . M : 1; ? . [M=x]N : 
(let)
? . let x = M in N : 
where ?  x: 1 is the result of removing any statement about x from ? and adding x: 1.
We use this inference system in our exposition. We observe that the inference rule for
let is not the one found in [DM82], though it does not change the semantics. Its primary
virtues are the explicit identi cation of let as a powerful \abbreviation" mechanism in
the language, and the complete elimination of \type schemes" by reducing them to type
expressions. The Appendix includes a description of the algorithm and inference rules for
the system in [DM82], and an equivalence theorem with the inference system above.
A substitution will be a function from type variables to type expressions. A substitution
S is applied to a type expression as usual, and to a type assignment ? by applying S to every
type expression in ?. More speci cally, S ? is the type assignment S ? = fx: S jx:  2 ?g.
A typing statement ?0 . M :  0 is an instance of ? . M :  if there exists a substitution S
with ?0  S ?; and  0 = S:
A typing assertion ? . M :  is a principal typing for M if it is provable, and has every
provable typing assertion for M as an instance. When M is closed, one can show that the
principal typing will have an empty type assignment, then we say M has a principal type .
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In order to clarify the operation of the above inference system we need one lemma.
The idea is that let reduction (almost) preserves typings: let x = M in N has the same
typings as [M=x]N (provided M is typable or x occurs in N ). The proof of the following is
straightforward, by inspection of the inference rules.

Lemma 2.2 A core ML expression of the form let x = M

N has precisely the same
typings as the expression let x = M in (y:N )x, provided y is not free in N . Furthermore,
let-reduction of the latter expression to [M=x]((y:N )x) preserves all such typings.
in

Let M be a core ML expression and let M 0 be the result of modifying every let in M
by adding y 's and x's as in the above lemma. Then N 0, the unique let normal form of M 0
(see Proposition 2.1), and M have exactly the same typings. But, for let normal forms the
above inference system is the one for the rst order typed lambda calculus [CF58, Hin69]. It
is well known that, for the rst order typed lambda calculus provable assertions are closed
under substitution and principal typings exist. This leads us to two basic properties of ML
( rst shown in [Mil78, DM82]).

Proposition 2.3 If ?0 . M :  0 is an instance of a provable typing assertion ? . M :  , then
?0 . M :  0 is provable.

Proposition 2.4 If M is typable, then M has a principal typing. If M is typable and

closed, then M has a principal type.

Since we analyze the relationship between the size of ML expressions and their respective
types, these notions must be made precise. We de ne the length of a type expression  as
follows:
jtj
= 1
if   t for some type variable t
j ?! j = 1 + jj + jj if    ?!  is a compound type
When types are represented as dags, we de ne the size of the dag to be the number
of its nodes. Internal nodes have outdegree two and are labelled with ?!. Leaves are
labelled with distinct type variables (i.e., we eliminate common subexpressions that are
type variables).

2.3 Uni cation and graph representation of type expressions.
If E is a set of equations between type expressions, then a substitution S uni es E if
S = S for every equation  =  2 E . The uni cation algorithm of [Rob65] computes a
most general unifying substitution, where S is more general than R if there is a substitution
T with R = T  S ( denotes function composition).

Proposition 2.5 (Robinson 65) Let E be any set of equations between type expressions.
There is an algorithm UNIFY such that if E is uni able, then UNIFY(E ) computes a most
general uni er. Furthermore, if E is not uni able, then UNIFY(E ) returns failure.

An important part of the algorithm used to compute principal typings is the use of uni cation to combine typing statements about subexpressions. For example, if M :  ?!  and
N : %, then we must unify  and % in order to type the application MN . If  and  share
type variables, then the type of MN will be  subject to the further constraints induced
by the uni cation of  and %.
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While most implementations of uni cation have slightly higher asymptotic running time,
uni cation can be done in linear time e.g., [PW78]. To perform uni cation eciently, it is
common to represent the expressions to be uni ed (in our case, type expressions) as directed
acyclic graphs, [AHU]. A directed acyclic graph (dag ) representation is like the parse tree
of an expression, with each node labelled by an operator or operand (in our case, ?! or a
type variable). Repeated subexpressions need be represented only once, resulting in nodes
with indegree greater than one. It is easy to show that a dag of size n may represent an
expression of length 2n .
The time required for uni cation is linear in the size of the dags representing the expressions to be uni ed. As we shall see, closed core ML expressions of size m can have principal
types of dag size 2m . A consequence of this succinct representation is that the uni cation
of dags represented by ML expressions can be very costly.

3 Upper bounds on type reconstruction.
3.1 Type size and reconstruction without let.
Even without let, expressions may have principal types of exponential length. In constructing expressions with speci c principal types, it is useful to adopt the abbreviation

hM1; . . . ; Mki : : = z:zM1 . . . Mk
where z is a fresh variable not occurring in any of the Mi . This is a common encoding of
sequences in untyped lambda calculus. It is easy to verify that if Mi has principal type i ,

then the principal type of the sequence is

hM1; . . . ; Mk i : (1 ?! . . . ?! k ?! t) ?! t
where t is a fresh type variable not occurring in any of the i . We will write 1  . . .  k
as an abbreviation for any (1 ?! . . . ?! k ?! t) ?! t with t not occurring in any i .
Let I and K be the familiar combinators x:x and x:y:x. Observe that when an ML
formula w:Kwh1; . . . ; n i is typable and no i contains a free occurence of w, it has the
same principal type as the I combinator. Such a formula might be untypable if the type
constraints introduced by the i cannot be satis ed. In our lower bounds analysis, we will
use ML expressions to construct dags describing types via uni cation; the above construct
allows a transparent means of introducing constraints on types of subexpressions.

Example 3.6 The closed expression
P : : = x: hx; xi
has principal type t ?! (t  t). If we apply P to an expression M with principal type  , then
the application PM will be typed by unifying t with  , resulting in the typing PM :    .
Thus applying P to a typable expression doubles the length of its principal type.

By iterating the application of P from Example 3.6 to any typable expression M (e.g.,
P (P . . .(P M ) . . .)), we can prove:
7

Proposition 3.7 For arbitrarily large n, there exist let-free closed expressions M of length
n whose principal types have length 2

(n) .

Since the type of an expression may have many repeated subexpressions, the minimumsize dag representation of the type need not be exponential. In fact, using dag representations of types, we can compute principal typings in linear time. It follows that the dag size
of the principal typing of any let-free ML expression is linear.

Proposition 3.8 Given a let-free expression M of length n (with all bound variables distinct), there is a linear time algorithm which computes a dag representing the principal
typing of M , if it exists, and returns untypable otherwise. If it exists, the principal typing
of M has length at most 2O(n) and dag size O(n).
Proof. For the let-free case the principal typing, if it exists, can be computed using
only the Curry typing rules of the Appendix. An algorithm for this computation is the
algorithm PT of the Appendix, without its second parameter A and without its last case.
Assume that, in the absence of let, PT maintains type expressions using dags and that it
uses a polynomial time subroutine for uni cation. It is easy to see that this is a polynomial
time algorithm. It makes a number of calls to uni cation that is polynomial in the size of
the input, and also, using the dag representation of most general uni ers, the parameters
passed to these calls are polynomial-size bounded.
Even if uni cation of dags is linear time, this algorithm makes multiple calls to uni cation, and thus is not necessarily linear time. Let us argue that a nonrecursive version of
this algorithm can be made to run in linear time, because it only involves one call to the
uni cation subroutine.
To achieve linear time one may proceed as follows: (1) parse the let-free lambda term
{ recall that all its bound variables are distinct; (2) for each node of the parse tree pick a
type variable denoting the principal type of the lambda term rooted at that node; (3) write
constraints for each node as equations among type expressions, where there are three kinds
of equations, depending on whether the node is an application, an abstraction or a variable;
(4) solve all these constraints simultaneously. The Curry typing rules are syntax directed
[GR88, Mit88]. Thus, by structural induction on lambda terms, one can show that the
above nonrecursive algorithm is correct; a correctness proof for essentially this algorithm
appears in [Wan87]. Steps (1{3) are clearly linear time. By [PW78], step (4) can be done
in linear time.

3.2 Type size with let.
Before discussing expressions with large types, it may be helpful to review the behavior of
the Damas-Milner ML typing algorithm on let expressions (algorithm PT in the Appendix).
To simplify matters, we will consider let f = M in N with M closed. Essentially, this
expression is typed by rst computing the principal type of M . This type will generally
contain type variables which are used as \place holders" for arbitrary types. In typing
the body N , each occurrence of f is given a copy of the principal type of M with all type
variables renamed to be di erent from those used in every other type. (Something similar but
slightly more complicated is done when M is not closed.) Because of variable renaming, the
number of type variables involved in the principal type of an expression may be exponential.
8

The following example illustrating this exponential growth is due to Mitchell Wand and,
independently, to Peter Buneman.

Example 3.9 Consider the expression
x = M in hx; xi
where M is closed with principal type  . The principal type of this expression is  0   00,
where  0 and  00 are copies of  with type variables renamed di erently in each case. Unlike
the expression (x:hx; xi)M in Example 3.6, not only is the type twice as long as  , but the
let

type has twice as many type variables. For this reason, even the dag representation for the
type of the expression with let is twice as large as the dag representation for the type of
M . By nesting declarations of pairs, we can produce expressions

Wn : : =

let x0 = M in
let x1 = hx0 ; x0i in

...

let xn

= hxn?1 ; xn?1 i in xn

with n nested declarations. The principal types of the Wn have 2 (n) type variables. Consequently, the dag representations of these types will have 2 (n) nodes.

It is worth mentioning that although the dag representation of the principal type for the
expression in Example 3.9 has exponential size, other types for this expression have smaller
dag representations. In particular, consider the instance obtained by applying a substitution
which replaces all type variables with a single variable t. Since all subexpressions of the
resulting type share the same type variable, this produces a typing with linear size dag
representation. In the following example, we construct expressions such that the principal
types have doubly-exponential size when written out as a string, and the dag representations
of any typing must have at least exponential size.

Example 3.10 Recall that the expression P : : = x:hx; xi from Example 3.6 doubles the

length of the principal type of its argument. Consequently, the n-fold composition of P
(with itself) increases the length of the principal type by a factor of 2n . Using nested lets,
we can de ne the 2n -fold composition of P using an expression of length n. This gives us an
expression whose principal type has double-exponential length and exponential dag size. The
dag must contain an exponential-length path, thus any substitution instance of the principal
type also has exponential dag size. Such an expression Vn is de ned as follows:

Vn : : =

let x0 = x:hx; xi in
let x1 = y:x0(x0y ) in

...

let xn

= y:xn?1 (xn?1 y ) in xn (z:z )

To write the principal type of this expression simply, let us use the notation  [k] for the
n-ary product de ned inductively by  [1]: : =  and  [k+1] : : = ( [k] )  ( [k] ). Observe that
 [n] has 2 (n) symbols. By examining the expression Vn and tracing the behavior of the ML
9

typing algorithm, we see that x0  P has
principal type t ?! t[2] , and for each k > 0 the
k +1]
[2
principal type of xk has typen t ?! t
. Consequently,
the principal type of the entire
(n)
[2
+1]
2
expression Vn is (t ?! t)
, which has length 2 . Since a dag representation can
reduce this by at most one exponential, the dag size of the principal type is 2 (n) .

Proposition 3.11 For arbitrarily
large n, there exist closed expressions of length n whose
(n)

principal types have length 22 , dag size 2 (n) , and 2 (n) distinct type variables. Furthermore, every instance of the principal type must have dag size 2 (n) .

Proof. For any n  1, we may construct an expression Wn as in Example 3.9 whose principal type has exponentially many type variables, and an expression Vn as in Example 3.10
satisfying the remaining conditions. The expression hWn ; Vni proves the proposition.

3.3 Type reconstruction with let.
One method to type a core ML expression is simply to reduce to let normal form (after
some simple rewriting), and to then use the linear time algorithm of Proposition 3.8. The
primary reason this method works properly is that types are preserved by let reduction,
as described in Lemma 2.2. From this lemma and Proposition 2.4 we have:

Lemma 3.12 A core ML expression of the form let x = M in N has the same principal
typing as the expression let x = M in (y:N )x, provided y is not free in N . Furthermore,
let-reduction of the latter expression to [M=x]((y:N )x) preserves the principal type.
In general, the length of a core ML expression may increase exponentially as a result of
precise description of the increase by considering the
we de ne the let-depth, `d (M ), of M inductively as
follows.
`d (x)
= 1
`d (MN )
= maxf`d (M ); `d (N )g
`d (x:M )
= `d (M )
`d (let x = M in N ) = `d (M ) + `d (N )
In the common special case that M is let-free, the let-depth of let x = M in N is
1 + `d (N ).

let-reduction. We can give a more
way that lets occur. To be precise,

Lemma 3.13 Let E 0 be the let-normal form of an ML expression E . Then jE 0j  jE j`d (E).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the let-normal form is always de ned and is unique. We

proceed by a straightforward induction on the syntax of expressions. The lemma is trivially
true for a variable x. For an application MN , the let normal form is M 0 N 0, where M 0 and
N 0 are the let normal forms of M and N , respectively.
j(MN )0j = jM 0N 0j
= jM 0 j + jN 0j + 1
 jM j`d (M ) + jN j`d (N ) + 1
by inductive hypothesis
max
f
`
d (M );`d (N )g
max
f
`
d (M );`d (N )g
 jM j
+ jN j
+1
max
f
`
d (M );`d (N )g
 (jM j + jN j + 1)

 jMN j`d (MN ):
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The case of lambda abstraction is similar. The remaining case is let x = M in N , where
it becomes clear how the de nition of let-depth was made to facilitate the induction.
j(let x = M in N )0j = j(let x = M 0 in N 0)0j
= j[M 0=x]N 0j






jM 0j  jN 0j
jM j`d (M )  jN j`d (N )
by inductive hypothesis
`
d (M )+`d (N )
(jM j + jN j + 1)
jlet x = M in N j`d (let x=M in N )

By these lemmas (using simple rewriting, then the niteness of developments and then
rst-order uni cation) we have that:

Theorem 3.14 There is an algorithm which decides whether any given core ML expression

M has a provable typing in time O(jM j`), where ` is the

let-depth

typable, this algorithm yields a dag representing the principal typing.

of M . When M is

Corollary 3.15 For xed let-depth `, there are polynomial time algorithms to determine
if an ML expression of let-depth ` is typable, as well as to compute the principal type.

Corollary 3.16 ([Bar84, Ch. 11, Exercise 11.5.8(i)]) If M is a core ML expression of

length n, then the let-normal form of M is of length at most 2O(n). The principal typing
of M has length at most doubly-exponential in n, and dag size 2O(n).

Proof. Redo the induction of 3.13, changing the induction hypothesis accordingly.

4 An NP-hardness bound for typability.
We have seen that there exist exponential time algorithms to decide if an ML expression
is typable, and to compute the principal type if the expression is indeed typable. The
algorithms run in polynomial time in the case of xed let-depth. We now examine the
typability question in more detail, using the construction Wn of Example 3.9 to derive a
simple NP-hardness bound on deciding if an ML expression is typable.
It is possible to use let-polymorphism in the style of Example 3.9 to simulate rows and
columns of truth assignments in a truth table. This simulation allows a reduction from
the satis ability problem: given a propositional formula  in conjunctive normal form,
we construct an ML expression E of length polynomial in the length of , where  is
satis able i E is not typable. We write   C1 ^ C2 ^    ^ Cm , where each clause Ci is
the disjunction of a set of literals chosen from the set fv1; v1; v2; v2; . . . ; vn ; vn g.
Let the Boolean variables v1 ; v2; . . . vn appearing in  be arranged in a truth table. The
column of the truth table associated with vn looks like T; F; T; F; . . ., the column associated
with vn?1 looks like T; T; F; F; T; T; F; F; . . ., and so on. In general, the column associated
with vn?j consists of a block of 2j T s followed by 2j F s, this block repeated 2n?j ?1 times.
This kind of regular pattern is ideally simulated by the construction in Example 3.9. We
simulate the (n ? j )th column of the truth table (associated with vn?j ) using the following
expression:
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Example 4.17
vn?j =

let x0 = Tn?j in
let x1 = hx0 ; x0i in

...

let xj = hxj ?1 ; xj ?1i in
let y0 = Fn?j in
let y1 = hy0 ; y0i in

...

let yj = hyj ?1 ; yj ?1 i in
let z0 = hxj ; yj i in
let z1 = hz0 ; z0i in

...

let zn?j ?1 = hzn?j ?2 ; zn?j ?2 i in
zn?j?1

If we interpret the pairing operator h; i as constructing a binary tree from two arguments comprising the left and right subtrees, then the above expression let-reduces to an
exponential-sized complete binary tree. The type of vj has a similar tree structure: the
pairing operator has the type of a dag, with leaves in the dag to be uni ed with the types of
the left and right subtrees. The leaves of the tree vj are either Tj or Fj : when enumerated
from left to right, the leaves encode a column of the truth table. The type of Tj will encode
which clauses of  are forced to be true by choosing the truth valuation of vj to be true,
and the type of Fj will encode which clauses of  are forced to be true by choosing the
truth valuation of vj to be false.
When the types of the binary trees vj and vj 0 are uni ed, the truth information in the
leaves is combined pairwise: the kth leaf in the uni cation of the trees indicates, for each
clause Ci of , whether the truth assignments encoded in the kth leaves of vj and vj 0 force
Ci to be true. Iterating this uni cation, we de ne
not-satis able? = x:z:K z hEq (x; v1); Eq (x; v2); . . . ; Eq (x; vn); Eq (x; sat-test)i
This de nition introduces another complete binary tree sat-test which tests satis ability,
and a special binary combinator Eq which forces its two arguments to have the same type.
Their use above forces all of the trees vj to be uni ed, so that the type of each leaf in
the tree x encodes a row of the truth table, together with a local satis ability tester for
that row. The encoding of the row indicates which clauses of  are true under the truth
assignment given by that row. If the encoding satis es , then the local satis ability tester
forces a mistyping.
To construct the required ML expressions, we use the Eq combinator, which enforces
via uni cation the type equality of its two arguments:

Eq = x:y: K x z: K (z x) (z y) : a ?! a ?! a:
For clarity, we will occasionally indicate (using a :) the principal type of an expression, in
this case : a ?! a ?! a. Observe that as the lambda-bound variable z is applied to both
x and y in the de nition of Eq, then if u and v are ML expressions, the expression Eq u v
(which we will usually write as Eq (u; v )) can only be typed if u and v have the same type.
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Let the clauses in the proposition  be uniquely labelled 1; 2; . . . ; m. Suppose the literal
vj appears in clauses labelled aj;1 ; aj;2; . . . aj;P (j) , and literal vj appears in clauses labelled
a|;1 ; a|;2 ; . . . a|;N (j). We then de ne ML terms Tj and Fj , 1  j  n, as:
Tj = x1:y1:x2:y2:    xm:ym:z:K z
hEq(xj;1; yj;1); Eq(xj;2; yj;2); . . . ; Eq(xj;P (j); yj;P (j))i
Fj = x1:y1:x2:y2:    xm:ym:z:K z
hEq(x|;1; y|;1); Eq(x|;2; y|;2); . . . ; Eq(x|;N (j); y|;N (j))i
When the type of Tj is described as a dag, it appears as a \comb" with a long right spine,
and 2m \children" hanging o the left hand side of the spine. These children correspond
to the types of the xi and yi , 1  i  m; when the types of xi and yi are equal, it means
precisely that setting vj to true forces the ith clause of  to be true. Observe that the
constraints in the brackets are \transparent" due to the use of the K combinator, in that
they a ect the types of the x` and y` , but do not otherwise appear explicitly as part of the
type structure of the expression.
We now de ne a term sat whose type is like that of the Tj and Fj , except that it encodes
the e ect of a truth valuation which would satisfy all the clauses in :
sat = x1:y1:x2:y2:    xm :ym:z:K z
hEq(x1; y1); Eq(x2; y2); . . . Eq(xm; ym)i
The relation between a satisfying truth valuation of  and sat is expressed by the following
proposition:

Lemma 4.18 Let R = fX1; X2; . . . ; Xng be a set of ML expressions such that each Xj 2
fTj ; Fj g. Let R be the type derived from unifying the types of the Xj 2 R together. Let
 : fvj j 1  j  ng ?! ftrue; falseg be the natural truth assignment induced by R, where
 (vj ) = true if Xj = Tj , and  (vj ) = false if Xj = Fj . Then  satis es  i R is the
principal type of sat.

Proof. If R interpreted as a truth assignment satis es , then every clause with label i

must be satis ed by some literal represented by Xj . The types associated with the variables
xi and yi appearing in Xj must then be equal, and this forces the corresponding part of R
to have the same structure. Since this occurs for each clause, R is the principal type of sat.
The argument is similar when R, interpreted as a truth assignment, does not satisfy : in
this case the principal type of sat is a proper instance of R.
Since our goal is to show that the expression not-satis able? is typable i  is not
satis able, we introduce a new ML term called a tester: its function is to cause a mistyping
if its type is uni ed with a type encoding a truth assignment satisfying .
tester = x1:y1:x2:y2:    xm :ym :z:K z
hEq(y1; x2); Eq(y2; x3); . . . ; Eq(ym?1; xm); x1ymi

Lemma 4.19 The ML expression (Eq sat tester) cannot be typed.
Proof. The principal types of sat and tester are very similar, except for the constraints

on the parts of the types associated with the xi and yi . The Eq combinator forces the types
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of sat and tester to be uni ed: sat forces the types of each xi and yi to be identical, while
tester forces the types of each yi and xi+1 to be identical. A consequence of this chain of
equalities is that the types of x1 and ym are forced to unify and thus be equal. But if the
types of x1 and ym are equal, then the subexpression x1 ym in tester cannot be typed.
Imitating the structure of the complete binary trees vj , we use let-polymorphism to
de ne the complete binary tree sat-test, where a copy of tester appears at each leaf:
sat-test =

let t1 = htester, testeri in
let t2 = ht1 ; t1 i in

...

let tn

= htn?1 ; tn?1 i in tn

Recall that the ML expression (not-satis able? ) has been de ned above using the
expressions vj , Eq and sat-test.

Lemma 4.20 The expression (not-satis able?) can be typed i  is not satis able.
Proof. When  is satis able, some row of the truth table satis es . By Lemma 4.18,
some leaf in the binary tree de ned by the uni cation of the types of the trees vj has the
type of sat. Lemma 4.19 then shows that the further uni cation of this leaf with the type
of tester forces a mistyping. When  is not satis able, each row of the truth table fails
to satisfy . The corresponding leaf derived via uni cation does not have the type of sat,
since some clause C` is not satis ed, and the types of x` and y` are not constrained to be
equal. This lack of constraint \breaks the chain" of type equalities, so further uni cation
with the type of tester does not cause a mistyping.

Theorem 4.21 Deciding if an ML expression is typable is NP-hard.
We observe that by elaborating some of the above constructions, Theorem 4.21 can
be strengthened to derive a PSPACE-hardness lower bound [KM89]. This stronger bound
involves the introduction of Boolean logic gates in the place of the pairing operator h; i, so
that the subtrees act like inputs in a Boolean circuit. The virtue of the NP-hardness proof
is its brevity and directness; rather than detail the PSPACE-hardness bound, we proceed
to stronger results using a di erent approach.

5 An exponential lower bound on typability.
In contrast to the reduction in the previous section, we now present a generic reduction:
given any deterministic one-tape Turing machine M with input x running in O(2jxjk ) time,
k  1, we show how to construct an ML formula M;x , such that M accepts x i M;x is
typable. In this reduction, the length of M;x is polynomial in the length of the description of
M and x, and exponential in k. Since every language L in DTIME(2knk ) has a deterministic
Turing Machine ML which can decide if x 2 L for input x in O(2jxj ) time, this reduction
shows that the diculty ofk deciding typability of ML expressions is complete for each
complexity class DTIME(2n ), k  1. We refer to these languages collectively as the class
DEXPTIME.
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The simple intuition providing the foundation of the generic reduction and associated
lower bounds is motivated by the construction of Vn in Example 3.10. The intuition is
the following: note that the function xn in the example is equivalent to the lambda term
y:x20n y, namely, a function which applies the x0 function an exponential number of times
to its argument. If y was a piece of Turing Machine tape, and x0 was a function which added
a tape square to the tape, xn would be a good function for constructing exponential-sized
Turing Machine IDs. If y was a Turing Machine ID, and x0 was its transition function  ,
xn would be a good way to \turn the transition crank" and apply  an exponential number
of times to the initial machine ID. Of course, there are many technical details to work out,
but the inspiration is simply that the \exp" in \exponential function composition" is the
same \exp" as in \DEXPTIME." It is uniquely the expressive power of ML polymorphism
to succinctly express function composition which permits the polynomial-time (and, in fact,
logspace) reduction.
In our proof, the technical mechanics simulating the transition function  of the Turing
Machine are realized purely through terms in the lambda calculus without the use of the
polymorphic let construct. The transition function can be represented in a straightforward
manner by a Boolean circuit, where the inputs are variables qi set to true i the machine
is in state i, and variables z and o indicate whether the tape head is reading a 0 or a 1.
The output of the circuit indicates the new state, what is written on the tape cell, and
the head direction. All of this circuitry is realized by lambda terms, using the Boolean
gadgets de ned in [DKM84]. We add a Boolean \fanout" gate to this logical menagerie in
the interest of facilitating our proof.
We present the proof in \bottom up" form, showing rst how to encode tape symbols,
the relevant Boolean logic, Turing machine state encoding, tape encoding, proceeding piece
by piece to build up the entire simulation. It may come as a shock to some more practical
functional programming language enthusiasts that this rather arcane lower bound is just a
computer program, where we are interested in the type produced by the program instead
of the value. The generic reduction is just a compiler: namely, how to compile Turing
Machines into ML types. Since our \object code" is ML, we have endeavored to follow the
gospel of [AS85] wherever possible, using modularization and data abstraction to make the
program and proof more understandable.

5.1 Pairing and projection.
pair =

x:y:x0:y0:z:K z hEq(x0; x); Eq(y 0; y)i :
a ?! b ?! a ?! b ?! c ?! c

The de nition of pair introduces the type equivalent of the Lisp cons, and allows the use
of types to build data structures. Instead of (pair x y ) we usually write [x; y ]. When pair is
applied to two terms x and y , the term [x; y ] has type a ?! b ?! c ?! c, where a is the
type of x and b is the type of y . If u and v are ML lambda-bound variables and we need
to type the function application [x; y ] u v , then the types of x and u must be the same, as
must be the types of y and v .
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5.2 Boolean values: true and false.
true = x:y:z:K z Eq (x; y ) : a ?! a ?! b ?! b
false = x:y:z:z : a ?! b ?! c ?! c
The types of true and false are virtually identical. If we regard them as functions, the only
di erence is that the rst two (curried) arguments of true must be of the same type. If true
is applied to two arguments whose types cannot be uni ed, for example I and Eq , then a
mistyping occurs; on the other hand, false I Eq can be typed.

5.3 Zero and One (Tape Symbols).
zero = [true; false]
= x:y:z:K z hEq (x; true); Eq (y; false)i
one = [false; true]
= x:y:z:K z hEq (x; false); Eq (y; true)i
Now we de ne combinators that serve as predicates telling if a cell holds a zero or a one:
zero? = cell:x:y:z:Kz p:hcell p; p x y i
one? = cell:x:y:z:Kz p:q:hcell p q; q x y i
Observe in the code for zero? that cell p causes the type of p to unify with the type of the
\ rst" component in the cell, and then p x y \loads" the right \type bindings" for x and y
in the \answer" x:y:z:z , possibly unifying the types of x and y if p encodes true.
The de nition of zero? also demonstrates a general style for using ML to compute with
types. Note rst the declarations of \inputs" (cell) and \outputs" (x; y ). The z:Kz marks
the end of the inputs and outputs; next come the \local declarations," of which we have
only one, for p. In the brackets, we have the \body" of the procedure. It is intuitively
useful for us to think of the instructions in the body being executed from top to bottom,
even if they represent a set of constraints which are being realized \simultaneously."
The importance of this encoding for zero and one is that we simulate the Boolean
circuitry in the nite state control of the Turing Machine using only the monotone functions
and and or. By encoding zero and one as these pairs of Boolean values, we do not need to
simulate negation.

5.4 Monotone Boolean logic.
We implement the monotone Boolean operators and and or using gadgets similar to those
introduced in [DKM84].
and =

in1:in2:u:v:z:Kz
x1:y1:x2:y2:w:
hin1 x1 y1; in2 x2 y2;
x1 u; y1 w; x2 w; y2 vi
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Observe that if u: a, v : b, and w: c, then the subterms x1u; y1 w; x2 w; y2 v get typed as

xa1?!f ua y1c?!g wc xc2?!h wc y2b?!k v b :
If the type of x1 equals the type of y1 , then a ?! f = c ?! g and a = c. If the type
of x2 equals the type of y2 , similarly b = c, and a = b follows|namely, that the \output"
variables u and v are forced into having the same type.

The de nition of and also demonstrates a general style for using ML to compute with
types. Note rst the declarations of \inputs" in1 and in2 and \outputs" u and v . The
z:Kz marks the end of the inputs and outputs; next comes the \local declarations" of
x1; y1; x2; y2; and w. In the brackets, we have the \body" of the procedure. In the body, the
contents of in1 and in2 are \loaded" into the local variables, and the subsequent constraints
force uni cation with the variables describing the output.
Now for the disjunction:
or =

in1:in2:u:v:z:Kz
x1:y1:x2:y2:
hin1 x1 y1; in2 x2 y2;
x1u; y1 v; x2u; y2 vi

In typing this term, we have the constraints

x1a?!f ua y1b?!g v b xa2?!h ua y2b?!k vb :
If the type of xi equals the type of yi for i = 1 or i = 2, then a = b, and the type of u equals
the type of v .

Before proceeding further, we add yet another gadget to implement multiple fanout of
Boolean values, indicating why such an addition is necessary.

Example 5.22 Note that however strong the temptation may be, the above logic gates can-

not be used in a \free" functional style if the simulation of Boolean logic is to be faithful.
For example, we nd (rather oddly) that (if  stands for \has the same type as"):

(p:q:r:[or p q ; or q r]) true false false  [true; true]
when we would have expected the right hand side to be [true; false]. What happened? Imagine
we have for 1  i  3 pairs of lambda-bound variables (xi ; yi ), where the type of x1 and y1
are constrained to be identical in simulation of our encoding of the Boolean \true." We let
(uj ; vj ), 1  j  2 encode the Boolean or of the rst two and last two pairs. The encoding
of the or operator enforces the following constraints:

xa1?!f ua1 y1b?!g v1b xa2?!h ua1 y2b?!k v1b
xa2?!h ua2 y2b?!k v2b x3a?!` ua2 y3b?!m v2b

Note that since x2 is a lambda-bound variable which is applied to the lambda-bound variables
u1 and u2 , these variables are forced to have the same type. By symmetry, v1 and v2 are
also constrained to have the same type. Thus when the p has the type of true, the types of
u1 and v1 are forced to be equal; unfortunately, this compels u2 and v2 to have the same
type as well.
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What has been ignored in the Boolean simulation is that the second input q has multiple
fanout: if we introduced constraints by typing the terms fx2u1 u2 ; y2 v1v2 g instead of typing
fx2u1; x2u2; y2v1; y2v2g, then everything works out properly:

x1a?!f ua1
xa2?!c?!h ua1 uc2
xc3?!` uc2

y1b?!g v1b
y2b?!d?!k v1b v2d
y3d?!m v2d
If the types of x2 and y2 are equal in this example, we get a ?! c ?! h = b ?! d ?! k,
so a = b and c = d|both outputs are true. But if only the types of x1 and y1 are equal,
we derive a ?! f = b ?! g , hence a = b, but we cannot derive c = d, the latter equality
necessary to make the second output true.

This example motivates the introduction of another gadget|not to do Boolean logic,
but fanout. We observe that as long as we use the fanout gate to ensure that no input is
used in two di erent Boolean calculations, the simulation will be faithful.
fanout =

in:out1:out2:z:Kz
u:v:x1:y1:x2:y2:
hin u v;
out1 x1 y1 ; Eq(out1; false);
out2 x2 y2 ; Eq(out2; false);
u x 1 x 2 ; v y 1 y2 i

Viewed as a dag in the style of [DKM84] (see Figure 1), the fanout gate is just an upsidedown or gate. Do not be misled by the Eq above: its use only constrains the types of the
out1 (and similarly, out2) to be of the form a ?! b ?! c ?! c (\false until proven true");
further constraints may force a = b. Figure 1 also shows the type of fanout as a type dag.
Observe that when u and v are uni ed (the result of applying fanout to true), propagation
forces xi to unify with yi for i = 1; 2.
By using fanout, we can also replicate the types of lambda terms x1:x2:    xk :z:z
where the xi have Boolean types associated with them:
copyk =

in:out1:out2:z:Kz
u1:u2:    uk :
v1:v2:    vk :
w1:w2:    wk :
hin u1 u2    uk ;
fanout u1 v1 w1; fanout u2 v2 w2; . . . ; fanout uk vk wk ;
Eq(out1; x1:x2:    xk :y:y);
Eq(out2; x1:x2:    xk :y:y);
out1 v1 v2    vk ; out2 w1 w2    wk i
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This de nition can be used to copy tape symbols:
copy-cell = copy2
In addition, we can use the de nition of copyk to construct j > 1 copies of some type
structure:
copyk;j =

in:out1:out2 :    outj :z:Kz
u1 :u2:    uj :
hcopyk in u1 out1 ;
copyk u1 u2 out2 ;
copyk u2 u3 out3 ;

copyk uj ?1 uj outj i

Notice that copying or fanning-out a type tends to \corrupt" it via uni cation, so that
using it again as an input can cause problems with the simulation of the logic. To avoid
this complication, we use the \temporary" types of ui , so that copyk ui ui+1 outi+1 uses ui
to copy the type structure into outi+1 as well as ui+1 ; the latter uncorrupted type is then
used to continue copying.

5.5 Machine states. Testing for acceptance or rejection.
Now we commence in earnest the coding of a Turing Machine. Let its states be

Q = fq1; q2; . . . ; qng
where q1 is the initial state, and the accepting and rejecting states are (respectively):

A = fq`+1 ; q`+2 ; . . . ; qmg
R = fqm+1 ; qm+2 ; . . . ; qn g
We now code up the ML simulation of the initial state, and how states can be replicated:
initial-state =

q1:q2:    qn :z:Kz
hEq(q1; true); Eq(q2; false); Eq(q3; false); . . . ; Eq(qn; false)i

copy-state = copyn

Note that in a type faithfully encoding a machine state, only one of the qi has the type of
true, and the rest have the type of false. We now de ne a predicate giving the type output
of true when applied to a state coding acceptance:
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accept? =

state:x:y:z:Kz
q1:q2:    qn :acc:
hstate q1 q2    qn;
Eq(acc; or q`+1 (or q`+2 (or    (or qm?1 qm)   )));
acc x yi

The type of the \answer," i.e., the functional application accept? state, is the type of the ML
term x:y:z:Kz , subject to the constraints that follow. The expression state q1 q2    qn
forces the types of the qi to unify with Boolean values encoded in the type of state. The
type of acc is then constrained to be that of true or false, depending on the type of the
Boolean expression. The nal constraint acc x y forces x and y in the \answer" to unify if
the Boolean formula typed as true.
A predicate reject? is de ned similarly.

5.6 Generating an exponential amount of blank tape.
In coding up an initial ID of the Turing Machine in ML, we need to generate the exponential
space in which the exponential time machine can run. We represent tape as a list, and begin
by de ning nil:
nil = z:z
Now we use function composition to generate an exponential amount of tape using a
polynomial-sized expression. Let p(n) be a polynomial in the length of the input to the
Turing Machine; in the following, we explicitly include the let syntax to emphasize the
power of polymorphism needed.
exponential-tape =
let zero0 = tape:[zero; tape] in
let zero1 = tape:zero0(zero0 tape) in
let zero2 = tape:zero1(zero1 tape) in
...
let zerop(n) = tape:zerop(n)?1(zerop(n)?1 tape) in
zerop(n) nil
The nested let-expression then let-reduces to the ML term
[zero; [zero; [zero; [zero;    [zero; nil]   ]]]]
where we have 2p(n) zeroes. By the use of pairing, we can also de ne an expression
exponential-tape-with-input to be the list exponential-tape appended to the list encoding
the input to the Turing Machine.
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5.7 Turing Machine IDs.
We represent a Turing Machine ID by a type
state ?! left ?! right ?! a ?! a;
where state, left, and right are type metavariables representing more complicated type
structures encoding, respectively, the state of the machine (as described in Section 5.5),
and lists constructed with pair representing the contents of the tape to the left and right of
the tape head of the machine. We imagine that the tape head is currently reading the rst
cell on the list right.
initial-ID =
state:left:right:z:Kz
hEq(state; initial-state);
Eq(left; exponential-tape);
Eq(right; exponential-tape-with-input)i

5.8 State transition function.
Computing the next state of the Turing Machine is simply a Boolean function
(q1 ; q2; . . . ; qn ; z; o) = (t1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tn);
where exactly one of the qi is true, indicating that the machine is in state qi , and either z
or o is true, indicating what value is being read. A circuit to compute  would form all the
conjuncts qi ^ z , qi ^ o, partition the Boolean outputs of these 2n and gates into disjoint
sets Si , 1  i  n, and disjoin each Si to generate the value of ti . Viewed as a circuit, each
input qi has outdegree 2, the outdegree of z and o is n, and the outdegree of each conjunct
is 1. Our simulation of  thus uses the fanout gate to generate that many copies of each
variable to realize the circuit faithfully.
next-state =

state:cell:
t1:t2 :    tn :w:Kw
state1 :state2:
cell1:cell2:    celln:
z1:z2:    zn:o1:o2:    on :
q1(1):q2(1):    qn(1):q1(2):q2(2):    qn(2):
hcopy-state state state1 state2 ;
copy2;n cell cell1 cell2    celln;
state1 q1(1) q2(1)    qn(1) ; state2 q1(2) q2(2)    qn(2);
cell1 z1 o1; cell2 z2 o2; . . . ; celln zn on;
Eq(t1; 1); Eq(t2; 2); . . . ; Eq(tn; n)i
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The formula i computes whether state qi is reached at the next transition: it is just a
Boolean expression using or and and gates, where we write the conjunction of the Boolean
variables qi and z (respectively, o) as and qi(1) zi (respectively, and qi(2) oi ). Note that just
the right number of copies of each input have been provided via state and cell copying, and
that state and cell are only used for replication, and not Boolean calculation.

5.9 Computing the new value of the tape cell being read.
The construction of the ML expression giving the new value written on the currently-read
tape cell is virtually identical to the expression for giving the next state, detailed above.
The only di erence is that we have fewer Boolean outputs.
new-cell =

state:cell:
f:g:h:Kh
state1 :state2 :
cell1:cell2:    celln:
z1:z2:    zn:o1:o2:    on :
q1(1):q2(1):    qn(1):q1(2):q2(2):    qn(2):
hcopy-state state state1 state2 ;
copy2;n cell cell1 cell2    celln;
state1 q1(1) q2(1)    qn(1) ; state2 q1(2) q2(2)    qn(2);
cell1 z1 o1 ; cell2 z2 o2; . . . ; celln zn on;
Eq(f; zero?); Eq(g; one?)i

The expressions zero? and one? are Boolean formulas indicating whether a zero or a
one is written in the tape cell. Again, care must be taken to use each input \copy" once.

5.10 Turing machine transition function.
Now that we have encoded the computation of the next state of the Turing Machine, and
the value to be written in the currently-read tape cell, it remains only to code left and right
moves of the tape head. Observe that it is easy to encode a function move which computes
a pair [left?; right?], where left? has the type of true if the Turing Machine is to move the
head left, and right? has the type of true if the Turing Machine is to move the head right.
The code for this computation is virtually identical to the de nition of new-cell (Section
5.9), only with di erent Boolean functions.
More problematic, however, is what to do with the Boolean pair coding the head movement. The computation of the state and written value is in some sense \uniform," but the
type encoding the next ID of the Turing Machine depends on the type returned by move.
It is straightforward enough to compute the next ID if we knew in advance if the tape head
was to move left, and another ID if the tape head was to move right. The challenge is to
choose between them. To solve this problem, we have to introduce a type simulation of
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conditional assignment:
cond = p:p:u:x:y:z:K z hp u x; p u y i
Note that typing cond true false u I Eq will unify the type of u with the type of I , since they
are so constrained by the typing of true u I, while false u Eq introduces no such constraints,
since false is a function which does not care about the respective types of its two curried
arguments. Similarly, we note that typing cond false true u I Eq will unify u and Eq . The
uni cation logic employed in this construction is exactly like a multiplexer.
The importance of typing an expression like cond true false u I Eq is clearly the constraint introduced on the type of u; when u is a lambda-bound variable, this constraint
serves as a conditional type assignment. It is a curious situation that when proving a theorem about the typing mechanism of a purely functional programming language, we are led
to a simulation of assignment to variables.
We now code a transition of the Turing Machine, if the head is moving right:
delta-right =
old-ID:
new-state:new-left:new-right:z:K z
state:left:right:cell:

state1 :state2 :cell1:cell2:
hold-ID state left right;
right cell new-right;
copy-state state state1 state2 ;
copy-cell cell cell1 cell2;
Eq(new-state; next-state state1 cell1);
Eq(new-left; [new-cell state2 cell2; left])i

Notice that the term right cell new-right simulates the breaking of the right hand side of
the tape into the cell being read (cell ) and the rest of the tape to the right (new-right ).
The function delta-left can be de ned similarly. Next, we de ne a function which will
make copies of Turing Machine IDs. Observe that only the state and currently read tape
cell are actually copied, so that the copies share the remaining tape contents.
copy-ID =
ID:
ID1:ID2:z:Kz
state:left:right:cell:tape:

state1 :state2 :cell1:cell2:
hID state left right;
right cell tape;
copy-state state state1 state2 ;
copy-cell cell cell1 cell2;
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Eq(ID1 ; s:`:r:z:z);
Eq(ID2 ; s:`:r:z:z);
ID1 state1 left [cell1; tape];
ID2 state2 left [cell2; tape]i
We now use the conditional assignment cond to choose either delta-left or delta-right, and
code the transition function as:
delta =
old-ID:
new-state:new-left:new-right:z:K z
state:left:right:cell:
ID1 :ID2::left?:right?:
hcopy-ID old-ID ID1 ID2;
ID1 state left right;
right cell;
(move state cell) left? right?;
cond left? right?  delta-left delta-right;
( ID2) new-state new-left new-righti

5.11 The simulation: Finale.
The innermost sequence of let expressions brings the simulation to its conclusion:
let 0 = delta in
let 1 = ID:0(0 ID) in
let 2 = ID:1(1 ID) in
let 3 = ID:2(2 ID) in

...

let p(n) = ID:p(n)?1(p(n)?1 ID) in

K I (state:z: K z
h(p(n) initial-ID) state;
(reject? state) Eq I i)

Remember that (reject? state) returns true: a ?! a ?! b ?! b or false: a ?! b ?! c ?! c;
in the case of the former, Eq : a ?! a ?! a and I : a ?! a will be forced to be uni ed,
causing a mistyping. If no mistyping occurs, then the type of the entire expression is that
of the identity function.

Theorem 5.23 For every integer k  1, the problem of deciding whether a core ML expression is typable is logspace complete in the class of languages DTIME(2nk ).
Proof. Recall that DTIME(f (n)) is the class of languages L with deterministic Turing
Machine recognizer ML such that ML accepts or rejects input x in no more than f (jxj)
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steps. By Corollary 3.16, we know that the typable core ML expressions form a language
contained in DTIME(2n )  DTIME(2nk ). Now suppose for some language L  f0; 1g
that L 2 DTIME(2nk ). Let M be a Turing Machine recognizing L, so that for any input
x 2 f0; 1g, M accepts or rejects x in no more than 2jxjk steps. Given p(n) = nk , the above
construction details a polynomial time reduction such that M accepts x i the ML formula
M;x is typable, where j M;xj  cjxjk for some constant c > 0 depending on M .
The reduction is not only polynomial time, but may also be carried out in log n work
space by a Turing Machine transducer (for details of these de nitions, see [HU]). The output
M;x requires nk nested let de nitions to de ne the exponential tape, and nk nested let
de nitions to de ne the transition function, where the lengths of the let bindings are
constant. Observe that the number of variable identi ers in M;x may be kept constant,
since the identi ers i and zeroi , 0  i  nk need not be unique. The work tape of the
transducer is used merely to count the number of nested de nitions of i and zeroi that need
be output; all other details of the output can be managed by the nite state control. This
counting can be realized in O(log n) bits, to be represented in log n space given a suitably
large work tape alphabet.
Our generic simulation leads to completeness lower bounds, but also to unconditional
lower bounds in the style of [Mey72, SM73]. In particular, consider the proof of the previous
theorem with k = 1. In this case j M;xj  cjxj for some constant c > 0 depending on M .
Using an argument analogous to that of Theorem 13.15 from [HU] we have:

Theorem 5.24 Any algorithm recognizing the typable core ML expressions of length n is
at least of time complexity bcn in nitely often, for some constants b > 0 and c > 1.

5.12 Some comments on the lower bound.
We have provided a simple proof that deciding ML typability is of intrinsic exponential
diculty. The proof was just a computer program written in ML, whose principal type
simulated an exponential number of moves by an arbitrary Turing Machine; by changing
the program slightly, we could force a mistyping precisely when the Turing Machine rejected
its input.
The only parts of the above construction where ML let-polymorphism is absolutely necessary are where we use exponential function composition: in constructing the exponential
tape of zeroes, and in the construction of the transition function, detailed in Sections 5.6
and 5.11. The other uses of let are mere notational conveniences, serving only to make the
construction more readable; we could remove them by let-reduction (i.e., reinstantiating
several copies of the code) without the resulting ML formula blowing up exponentially, so
that we no longer have a polynomial reduction.
It is technically possible to remove the use of exponential function composition for coding
up the tape as in Section 5.6, so that the only use of exponential function composition is
to compose the transition function. We code up an exponential amount of tape in Section
5.6 because in an exponential number of state transitions, the tape head can only move an
exponential number of steps to the left or right. The tape is \manufactured" in toto before
it is used, and it is clear in the simulation that the tape head never \falls o " the end of a
tape|in other words, enough tape has been coded. However, it is possible to modify the
de nition of the tape symbols to be either zero, one, or a special end-of-tape symbol. In
addition, we could modify the encoding of the transition function delta so that, if it detects
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an end-of-tape symbol, it codes up another cell of tape, this checking implemented using
conditional assignment.
Because of the generic reduction detailed here, lower bounds on typability of extensions
to the ML type discipline|or extensions to the expressive power of the typed lambda
calculus|can probably be established merely by considering how succinctly functions can
be composed. The following proposition provides an example:

Proposition 5.25 Given a strongly normalizing lambda term M , the problem of determining whether the normal form of M is rst-order (simply) typable is DTIME(f (n))-hard, for
any total recursive function f (n).

Proof. Take any Turing Machine M which halts in f (n) steps on an input x of length

n, and consider the typing of the lambda term f n  x, where f is the Church-numeral
encoding of f , n is the Church numeral for n,  encodes the transition function for M ,
and x encodes the input. (The function composition we speak of above takes place in the
reduction of f n.) We force a mistyping if the typing of this term encodes rejection of the
input.

6 Conclusions.
The Damas-Milner typing algorithm for ML is widely used and generally regarded as \efcient." However, in the worst case, it requires doubly-exponential time to produce its
string output. We have seen that if we no longer require printing the type as a string, the
algorithm could be modi ed to run in exponential time. Since the problem of recognizing
typable ML expressions requires exponential time, no substantial eciency can be expected
in the worst case.
Since ML typing appears ecient in practice, it seems that worst case typing problems
must occur with very low frequency. There are two likely explanations. The rst is that
as noted in Corollary 3.15, ML typing depends primarily on the let-depth of terms, as
opposed to their length. While programs such as the CAML compiler [CCM85] begin with
a very long sequence of let declarations, it is possible that the actual chains of declarations
which depend on each other nontrivially are relatively short. A second possibility is that
although functions declared by let are typically polymorphic, it seems common to apply
them to non-polymorphic arguments. This keeps the number of type variables from growing
exponentially, and would therefore seem likely to reduce the complexity of typing. Both of
these explanations deserve further investigation.
In addition to the syntax of core ML, most ML dialects have a xpoint combinator
whose presence does not a ect the complexity of type reconstruction. However, one extension of ML is based on polymorphic typing of the xpoint combinator [Myc84]. Type
reconstruction for this extension has been characterized in [Hen89, KTU89] as equivalent to
semi-uni cation, and has recently been shown to be undecidable [KTU90b]. The analysis of
semi-uni cation, under an acyclicity condition, is the basis for the proof of the exponential
lower bounds in [KTU90a].
One promising direction for further work is to apply the uni cation techniques here
as well as the theory of semi-uni cation to other typing problems, e.g., see [Lei83, Mit88,
GR88, Hen89, KTU89]. The major remaining open problem is the decidability question (or
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even any nontrivial lower bound) for type reconstruction in System F or second order typed
lambda calculus [Gir72, Rey74].
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A Type inference rules and algorithm
We rst summarize our inference system for core ML. Next, since our inference system is
not the traditional presentation of ML typing, we prove that our typing rules are equivalent
to the \standard" Damas-Milner typing rules [DM82, Mil78]. For more details we refer
to [Mit90]; see also [MH88]. Finally, we describe the Damas-Milner algorithm, which is
commonly used in ML implementations.

A.1 A de nition of ML typing
We will write `KMM ? . M :  for typing assertions about core ML expressions provable
using the following axiom and inference rules.
(var )

?  x: 1 . x: 1

?  x: 1 . M : 2
? . (x:M ): 1!2
? . M : 1!2 ; ? . N : 1
(app )
? . MN : 2
where ?  x: 1 is the result of removing any statement about x from ? and adding x: 1.
The rules up to this point are often called the Curry typing rules, after H. B. Curry
[CF58]. The following inference rule lets us type let expressions.
(abs )

(let )

? . M : 1; ? . [M=x]N : 
? . let x = M in N : 

If we ignore the hypothesis about M , then this rule allows us to type let x = M in N
by typing the result [M=x]N of let reduction. Polymorphism arises from the possibility of
inferring di erent types for the di erent occurrences of M . The typing assumption about
M is only needed in the event that x does not appear free in N .
Substitution on typing assertions and the notion of instance are de ned in Section 2.2.
In reading the subsequent equivalence proof, it is useful to keep in mind that if ? . M :  is
provable, and ?0 . M :  0 is an instance of this assertion, then ?0 . M :  0 is also a provable
typing assertion (by Proposition 2.3).
As de ned in Section 2.2, a typing assertion about M is principal if it is provable
and has all other provable assertions about M as instances (see also Proposition 2.4). In
proving equivalence with the Damas-Milner typing rules for ML, it will be useful to have an
additional form of principal typing. We will say that a provable typing assertion ? . M : 
is ?-principal if for every other provable typing assertion ? . M :  0 there is a substitution
S a ecting only type variables not in ? such that  0 = S . Using well-known properties of
rst-order substitution and uni cation (as described in [PW78], for example), it is easy to
show that principal typings give us ?-principal typings.

Lemma A.26 Suppose ? . M :  is a principal typing for M and ?0 . M :  0 is provable.
Then ?0 = S ? [ ?00 for some substitution S which only a ects type variables in ?, and
?0 . M : S is a ?0 -principal typing for M .
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A.2 Equivalence with Damas-Milner typing rules
The Damas-Milner typing rules for ML, given in [DM82], use an extended notion of type
expression called a type scheme. More precisely, the types are type expressions of the form

 : : = t j  ?!  0
as de ned in Section 2.2, and type schemes are expressions of the form

 : : = 8t1 . . . 8tk : ;
where  is a type. We consider types as a special case of type schemes, arising from the
special case of k = 0 quanti ers. Since 8 is a binding operator, we consider 8t: = 8s:[s=t] ,
provided s not free in  .
In this subsection we use the metavariable  for types and  for type schemes.
We will write `DM ? . M :  if this typing assertion is provable using the Damas-Milner
rules right below. In these rules, a type assignment ? may contain typing assumptions x: 
giving types or type schemes to term variables.
(var )DM

?  x:  . x: 

? . M : 8t1 . . . 8tk : 
? . M : [1; . . . ; k =t1 ; . . . ; tk ]
? . M :  ; t not free in ?
(gen )DM
? . M : 8t: 
?  x: 1 . M : 2
(abs )DM
? . (x:M ): 1!2
? . M : 1!2 ; ? . N : 1
(app )DM
? . MN : 2
? . M : ; ?  x:  . N : 
(let )DM
? . let x = M in N : 
The only slight variance with the rules in [DM82] is a weakening of (inst )DM , but this is
clearly unimportant in the presence of (gen )DM (cf. [MH88]).
The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that the two systems are
equivalent for proving typing assertions of the form ? . M :  , where ? contains no type
schemes and  is simply a type (i.e., 8 does not appear in  ).
To see that this correspondence is sucient, observe that a \normal ML program" is an
expression with no free variables. For closed M , a typing assertion ? . M :  is provable (in
either system) i we can prove the assertion ; . M :  with empty type assignment. (This
property holds for almost any type system, and lemmas to this e ect may be found in [Mit88,
Mit90], for example.) Thus when we consider closed ML expressions, type assignments ?
containing type schemes are irrelevant. Moreover, it is easy to see that in the Damas-Milner
system, `DM ? . M : 8t1 . . . 8tk :  i `DM ? . M :  , provided we choose bound variables
t1; . . . ; tk not occurring in ?. Therefore, in studying typability, it suces to consider types
instead of type schemes.
(inst )DM
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We begin by noting that for the Damas-Milner system, it is easy to verify that if `DM
? . M :  , then any instance of this typing assertion is also provable. This is Proposition 2
of [DM82]. We now show two technical properties of the Damas-Milner typing system. The
rst lemma gives a \normal form" property for typing derivations.

Lemma A.27 Let ? be a type assignment and let  be any type (i.e., without 8). Suppose
that either ? contains no type schemes or M is not a variable. If `DM ? . M : 8t1 . . . 8tk :  ,
then `DM ? . M :  by a proof whose last step is either the axiom (var )DM or an application
of one of the proof rules (abs )DM , (app )DM , or (let )DM .

Proof. The proof is by cases (not induction), depending on the structure of terms. For
a variable x, every proof must begin with the axiom ?  x:  . x:  . But this is all we can
prove, since every type in the type assignment is assumed 8-free: we cannot apply (gen )DM

nontrivially since every type variable free in  obviously appears in the type assignment
?  x:  . The remaining cases all resemble each other. We will show only the application
case and leave the remaining details to the reader.
Consider a provable typing assertion ? . MN :  . The proof of this assertion must
involve some application of the rule
? . M : 1!2 ; ? . N : 1
(app )DM
? . MN : 2
possibly followed by rules (gen )DM and (inst )DM . Since these rules may only lead to
the substitution of type expressions for type variables in 2, we have  = S2 for some
substitution S . (This is easily veri ed, but the reader wishing further explanation may
consult [Mit88, Lemma 12].) Since the provable typings are closed under substitution, both
? . M : S (1!2 ) and ? . N : S1 must be provable, giving us a proof of ? . MN :  by rule
(app )DM .

Lemma A.28 Let ? be any type assignment, possibly containing type schemes. Assume
`DM ? . M : 8t1 . . . 8tk :  and that for every provable typing assertion ? . M :  0, the type  0
has the form

 0 = [1; . . . ; k =t1; . . . ; tk ]:
Then `DM ? . [M=x]N :  00 i `DM ?  x: (8t1 . . . 8tk :  ) . N :  00.

Proof.

The proof is by induction on the structure of N . The variable case involves
reasoning about sequences of (inst )DM and (gen )DM proof steps, as in [Mit88, Lemma 12].
The main idea is that `DM ? . M :  00 i  00 = [1; . . . ; k =t1 ; . . . ; tk ] i the typing assertion ? . M :  00 may be obtained from ? . M : 8t1 . . . 8tk :  by a series of applications of
(inst )DM and (gen )DM . But then this same series of proof steps may be used to obtain
?  x: (8t1 . . . 8tk :  ) . x:  00 from ?  x: (8t1 . . . 8tk :  ) . x: 8t1 . . . 8tk :  , and conversely.
The remaining cases are essentially alike. We will illustrate the argument using the let
case, since this is slightly more involved than the others. By Lemma A.27, we need only
consider proofs which end with rule (let )DM . Therefore, we have `DM ? . [M=x](let y =
N1 in N2):  00 i `DM ? . (let y = [M=x]N1 in [M=x]N2):  00 i by the last proof rule both
`DM ? . [M=x]N1: 0 and `DM ?  y: 0 . [M=x]N2:  00. Since  00 is not a type scheme, the
inductive hypothesis implies that the second condition is equivalent to `DM ?  x:   y :  0 .
N2:  00, where  = (8t1 . . . 8tk :  ).
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To apply the inductive hypothesis to ? . [M=x]N1:  0, we note that  0 must have the
form  0 = 8s1 . . . 8s` :  0. We assume without loss of generality that s1 ; . . . ; s` do not occur
free in ? and remove the quanti ers by rule (inst ). Using the inductive hypothesis on the
typing assertion obtained in this way, we observe:

`DM ? . [M=x]N1: 8s1 . . . 8s` :  0 i
i
i

`DM ? . [M=x]N1:  0
`DM ?  x:  . N1:  0
`DM ?  x:  . N1: 8s1 . . . 8s` :  0

Theorem A.29 Let ? be a type assignment with no type schemes, and let  be any type.
Then `DM ? . M :  i `KMM ? . M :  .
Proof. We show the equivalence of the two systems by a double induction on the
size of M , and the largest number of let-reduction steps needed to reduce M to letnormal form. Recall from Proposition 2.1 that every core ML expression may be reduced
to let-normal form by contracting let redexes, and that there are no in nite sequences of
such reductions. A double induction is necessary because our structural induction on letexpressions involves let-reduction, and then using an inductive hypothesis. Since reducing
the term may increase its size, a simple induction on expression size will not work; however,
the reduced term is a step closer to the complete development in let-normal form, and
there cannot be an unbounded number of such steps. For terms without let, our induction
becomes ordinary induction on the length of terms.
We consider each syntactic form of terms, and show that the two systems are equivalent
for terms of this form. The cases for variable, application and abstraction are straightforward, using Lemma A.27.
Since the primary di erence between the two systems is in the let rules, this is the
main case of the proof. We prove each direction of the equivalence separately. If `KMM
? . let x = M in N :  , then the derivation concludes with the rule
? . M :  0; ? . [M=x]N : 
(let )
? . let x = M in N : 
There are two cases to consider. If x does not occur free in N , then by the inductive
hypothesis, we know that both hypotheses of this proof rule are Damas-Milner provable.
It is easily seen that the Damas-Milner system allows for addition of irrelevant hypotheses;
hence `DM ?  x:  0 . N :  . Therefore, we have `DM ? . let x = M in N :  by rule
(let )DM .
The more dicult case is when x occurs free in N . Since we have shown that `KMM has
principal typings, in Proposition 2.4, we may assume by Lemma A.26 that ? . M :  0 is the
?-principal typing of M . This means that every KMM-provable typing assertion of the form
? . M :  00 has  00 = S 0 for some substitution S which only a ects type variables t1 ; . . . ; tk
that are free in  0 but not in ?. This fact (?-principality) carries over to the Damas-Milner
system by the induction hypothesis. By the inductive hypotheses, we also have `DM ? .
M :  0 and `DM ? . [M=x]N :  . By rule (gen )DM , we have `DM ? . M : 8t1 . . . 8tk :  0 and
by Lemma A.28 `DM ?  x: (8t1 . . . 8tk :  0) . N :  . This allows us to apply rule (let )DM ,
concluding this direction of the proof.
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For the converse, we assume `DM ? . let x = M
assume that the proof ends with the proof step
(let )DM

in

N :  . By Lemma A.27, we may

? . M : ; ?  x:  . N : 
? . let x = M in N : 

where  has the form  = 8t1 . . . 8tk :  0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
t1; . . . ; tk do not appear free in ?. By (inst )DM , we have `DM ? . M :  0, and hence this
assertion is KMM provable by the induction hypothesis. There is no loss of generality
in assuming that ? . M :  0 is a ?-principal typing for M , since this does not a ect the
provability of ?  x:  . N :  ; we may always use (inst )DM on the variable x (see Lemma 1
and the discussion surrounding rule (subst) in [Mit88]). This gives us `DM ? . [M=x]N : 
by Lemma A.28 and therefore `KMM ? . [M=x]N :  by the inductive hypothesis. We may
now use rule (let ) to nish the proof.

A.3 The Damas-Milner Algorithm
The algorithm PT given below in Figure 2 computes a principal typing for any typable
ML term. The algorithm has two arguments, a term to be typed, and an environment
mapping variables to typing assertions. The purpose of the environment is to handle letbound variables. The algorithm is written using an applicative, pattern-matching notation
resembling the programming language Standard ML. Since the algorithm may give incorrect
results if a variable x is both let-bound and -bound, we assume that the input to PT is a
program with all bound variables renamed to be distinct. Renaming bound variables in this
way is commonly done in the lexical analysis phase of compilation, prior to parsing.
Algorithm PT may fail in the application or let case if the call to UNIFY fails. We
can prove that if PT (M; ;) succeeds, then it produces a provable typing for M .

Proposition A.30 If PT (M; ;) = ? . M :  , then ? . M :  is a provable typing statement.
It follows, by Proposition 2.3, that every instance of PT (M; ;) is provable. Conversely,
every provable typing for M is an instance of PT (M; ;).

Proposition A.31 Suppose ? . M :  is a provable typing. Then PT (M; ;) succeeds and
produces a typing with ? . M :  as an instance.
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PT (x; A) = if A(x) = ? . M :  then ? . x: 
else fx: tg . x: t
PT (MN; A) =

let

in

?1 . M :  = PT (M; A)
?2 . N :  = PT (N; A),
with type variables renamed to be disjoint from those in PT (M; A)
S = UNIFY (f = j x: 2 ?1 and x: 2 ?2 g [ f =  !tg);
where t is a fresh type variable

S ?1 [ S ?2 . MN : St

PT (x:M; A) =

let ? . M :  = PT (M; A)
in
if x:  2 ? for some 
then ? ? fx: g . x:M : !
else ? . x:M : s!;

where s is a fresh type variable
PT (let x = M in N; A) =
let ?1 . M :  = PT (M; A)
A0 = A [ fx 7! ?1 . M : g
?2 . N :  = PT (N; A0)
S = UNIFY (f = j y: 2 ?1 and y: 2 ?2 g)
in S ?1 [ S ?2 . let x = M in N : S
Figure 2: Algorithm PT to compute principal typing.
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